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Abstract
Previous studies have shown significant performance advantages in using Virtual Interface Architecture (VIA) instead of
TCP/IP for handling network communication in the structured distributed shared
memory system, PastSet. With the availability of network hardware that supports VIA,
we wish to examine whether, and to what extend, an available hardware supported VIA
implementation outperforms the softwareonly implementation for PastSet DSM. To
do this, PastSet has been ported to two
VIA implementations: M-VIA, which is a
software implementation that we use on a
100 Mbit Fast Ethernet, and Giganet cLAN,
which uses dedicated VIA hardware. The
two implementations are tested, and performance results are compared with the reference TCP/IP implementation on the 100
Mbit Fast Ethernet.

TCP/IP.
For large packets, Giganet cLAN latencies are about 2.7 times faster than corresponding M-VIA latencies. However, for
small packets, cLAN latencies are only
about 1.04 times faster than corresponding
M-VIA latencies, indicating that the current
software design and implementation does
not fully benefit from the improved performance of Giganet cLAN over Fast Ethernet.
Further experiments demonstrate that significantly improved small-packet latencies
on cLAN are possible, and may be achieved
through a software redesign carefully considering the use of polling versus interrupts.

1

Introduction

The latency and bandwidth performance of
a Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) system depends on the performance and interFor the experiment setups used, M-VIA action of the DSM and the underlying netlatencies are between 1.1 and 2.6 times work subsystems. The key challenge [8]
faster than corresponding latencies using is to preserve the performance characteris-

tics of the physical network (bandwidth, latency, QoS) while making effective use of
host resources. Network bandwidths and latencies are constantly improving. Unfortunately, applications have not been able to
take full advantage of these performance
improvements due to the interactions of layers of user and kernel level software. A
detailed breakdown of hardware and software costs of remote memory operations
is discussed in [3]. The Virtual Interface
Architecture (VIA) was developed to significantly reduce the software overhead between a high performance CPU/memory
subsystem and a high performance network.
In this paper, we study the latency and
bandwidth performance of PastSet DSM using either M-VIA[10], a software VIA implementation for Linux; Giganet cLAN[9],
a VIA implementation with hardware VIA
support; or TCP/IP. The paper briefly describes the functionality of PastSet, the organization of the implementation, the interactions between PastSet components, and
the VIA implementations.
Experiment
configurations with micro-benchmarks and
metrics are described before presenting and
analyzing benchmark results.

2 Implementing the PastSet
Server and Application Library
PastSet is a structured distributed shared
memory system. PastSet memory objects
are tuples. Operations exist to create tuples, copy tuples to DSM, and read tuples in
DSM. The DSM is structured in that tuples
are organized in disjoint elements, and that
an ordering of tuples is maintained within
each element. Operations exist to create elements and define ordering criteria for each

element. A synchronization mechanism is
included in the memory model, and a synchronization criterion may be set for each
element. Operations are provided to set
synchronization criteria.
All PastSet operations are blocking. The
PastSet memory model complies with sequential consistency.
For this paper, the PastSet operation
move is used in determining PastSet latencies. Move takes a tuple as parameter and
copies the content of the tuple into a specified element in DSM, maintaining tuple
order and synchronization criterion. The
move operation blocks in the sense that it
returns only after confirmation has been received from the PastSet server that the operation is completed.
The design, applicability, and performance of PastSet DSM is demonstrated in
[1] and [12].
The synchronous nature of PastSet operations implies that each operation request
requires a reply message with the result of
the operation before the client may continue
execution; consequently, two messages are
required for each remote operation.
The version of the PastSet server used
for the experiments reported on in this paper creates a new thread for each new client
connection. Each thread is exclusively responsible for servicing it’s associated connection. The threads loop, reading requests, performing operations on behalf of
the client and returning results to the caller.
This is a simple approach, with low overhead for a small number of connections.
However, the single-thread-per-connection
approach is not well suited for multithreaded clients where several client threads
may need to share the same connection. We
have developed alternatives to using a sin-

gle thread per connection, but we will not memory, and then from kernel memory to
the user level application memory.
report on these in this paper.

2.1 TCP/IP implementation

2.3 cLAN implementation

With hardware support, VIA is intended
to enable applications to send and receive
packets over a Virtual Interface without
trapping to the operating system kernel.
The kernel is basically only involved in setting up and tearing down connections, and
in other book-keeping tasks. In particular,
the incoming data is directly written to the
user level application memory.
The PastSet server and the application
library using hardware supported VIA are
2.2 M-VIA implementation
otherwise basically identical to the one using M-VIA. In particular, blocking calls are
The PastSet server and the application liused doing a little spinning to check if data
brary were implemented using the M-VIA
already have arrived before doing the actual
1.0 [10] implementation of the VIA API. By
blocking.
using the message passing model of VIA,
we got a simple port from the TCP/IP implementation. The alternative, using remote 3 Methodology and Experiment
DMA, is complicated by the way PastSet
Design
operations can manipulate and address PastSet distributed shared memory.
This section describes the hardware and
The PastSet server and the application li- software details of the experiments, how the
brary use blocking calls to M-VIA in order timing measurements were done, the microto reduce the processor usage. M-VIA first benchmarks, and the metrics used.
check to see if the data already has arrived.
If not, a block is done.
3.1 Hardware and Software
The 100Mbit network interface cards
(NICs) we used do not support the "door- All experiments reported on in this pabell" mechanism of the VIA. Instead, this is per were done using two HP LX-Pro Netdone in software in M-VIA, making traps to servers, each having four 166MHz Pentium
the Linux kernel necessary.
Pro CPUs. Each computer had 128MB
The tuples that are used by the micro main-memory, and dual peer 33MHz, 32 bit
benchmarks we use are allocated in parts PCI buses. The level 2 cache size is 1MB
of the memory that are registered with the per processor.
M-VIA NICs in order to reduce copying on
For the experiments, the computers were
send and receive. However, M-VIA first interconnected using either Giganet cLAN
copies the data from the NIC to kernel level 1.25Gb/s [9] or Trendnet TE100-PCIA
When a PastSet operation requests nonlocal data, the operation and its parameters are sent via a TCP/IP connection to
the remote PastSet server, and the caller is
blocked awaiting the reply from the PastSet
server.
All connections disable the Nagle algorithm to ensure that even small data packets
are sent immediately.

(DEC Tulip 21143 chip set) 100 Mb/s network interface cards (NIC) connected to a
hub. Both NICs were on PCI bus no. 0 on
each server. In addition, a 100VG 100Mb/s
NIC, also on PCI bus no. 0, was used to
connect to the local area network of the Department of Computer Science. This network was used to manage the experiments
and the servers.
Linux v. 2.2.14 with PastSet functionality added to the kernel was installed on each
node participating in the experiments. We
used M-VIA version 1.0 with a minor patch
to the connection management.
We compiled M-VIA, cLAN, the PastSet
Server, the PastSet Kernel, the PastSet Application Library, the Linux operating system, and the benchmarks using egcs 1.1.2.
Default compiler flags were used for MVIA, cLAN, The PastSet Server, the PastSet
Kernel, and the Linux operating system. We
used the optimization flags “-O6 -m486
-mjumps=2 -malignloops=2 malignfunctions=2.” for the benchmarks and the PastSet library.
Because we experienced problems with
M-VIA when using four processors, we redesigned the experiments to use only one
processor per server, and we recompiled the
Linux kernel to run as a single processor
system.

3.2 Micro benchmarks and Metrics
To measure the latency of the PastSet operations, we used several micro benchmarks.
In this paper we will only report on the
move latency, that is, the time to invoke,
complete and return from a move operation. The move operation blocks when
waiting for an acknowledgement message
from PastSet.
The client process calls move operations.

for (i = 0; i < 1000; i++) {
save_timestamp;
mv();
}
save_timestamp;
Figure 1: The move latency (Mvlat) benchmark
The client process running the benchmark
and the PastSet server are on two different
computers.
To determine the effect of using blocking
vs. spinning when waiting for data, we used
the vnettest micro benchmark taken
from the M-VIA 1.0 distribution. This micro benchmark is a low level roundtrip pingpong of data. We modified vnettest so
we could choose to use either blocking or
spinning when waiting for data.
To determine the effect of the underlying
network technology, each micro benchmark
used TCP/IP, software supported VIA (MVIA), and hardware supported VIA (Giganet cLan).
Data size for the messages was varied
from one to 31KB. The elapsed time for
1000 transmissions is measured for each
packet size and then divided by 2000 to get
the average latency of a message from address space to address space. We repeated
each run of 1000 transmissions five times.
When doing the performance measurements each node supported no other workload except for the operating system and its
various artifacts.
All necessary initializations were done
before starting time- or cycle measurements.

3.3 Time Measurements
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Cache effects are not eliminated, but Figure 2: The Mvlat benchmark results: opmeasurements are averaged over five runs eration latency and bandwidth of the Pastof one-thousand iterations each, and no Set move operation
other workload is present.
faster than TCP/IP for 31 KB tuples. For
one byte tuples, the difference between us4 Micro-benchmark Results
ing M-VIA and TCP/IP is 152 microseconds, while at 31KB the difference is 330
4.1 Move Latency Results
microseconds.
Figure 2 shows move latencies and bandcLan performs slightly better than Mwidth for intra-node communication using VIA on small tuple sizes (about 1.04 times
TCP/IP, M-VIA and cLan. Tuple sizes are faster than M-VIA). At larger tuple sizes,
varied from one byte to 31KB. The band- the performance of cLan is 2.7 times faster
with is computed from the latency since than M-VIA and 3 times faster than TCP/IP.
PastSet requires one operation to complete
The observed bandwith using M-VIA is
before the next can be initiated.
about 70 percent of the potential 100 Mbit/s
For small tuple sizes move latency us- that the hardware can support, while using
ing M-VIA is about 2.6 times faster than cLan we achieve about 18 percent of the poTCP/IP. M-VIA latency is about 1.1 times tential 1.25 Gbit/s.

Most of the performance improvement of
M-VIA over TCP/IP comes from the implementation drawing advantage of local
network properties. M-VIA skips ethernet
checksums (done in hardware) and handles
much of the protocol in the interrupt handler
while TCP/IP has to send the data through
several layers and compute checksums for
ethernet frames, IP headers and TCP packets. M-VIA also uses faster traps to the kernel than TCP/IP.
The performance advantage with cLan is
first visible at larger tuple sizes where the
higher bandwith (1.25 Gbit vs 100 Mbit)
becomes more important. At smaller packet
sizes, the benefit from hardware support is
masked by the overhead in the management
of the blocking calls. As such, the current PastSet implementation does not show
much of a performance benefit due to the
hardware implementation of VIA.

there is little difference in latency between spinning and blocking communication when using M-VIA, resulting in the
graphs overlapping in the figure. This effect comes from the fact that the software
M-VIA implementation has to handle interrupts and protocol implementation both for
polling and blocking operations.
The extra overhead from the kernel traps
(up to 2 ioctl calls per send or receive operation) are overlapped with the pysical transmission of data. This might hurt the performance of M-VIA during high load from
multiple clients.
Using polling on cLAN gives a clear advantage, reducing the latency with 20-30
microseconds over all tested packet sizes
compared to the blocking version.

4.3 Implications for PastSet implementation

One-way latency in microseconds

4.2 Latencies of Polling and Blocking For small tuple sizes the latency of PastSet move operations is about 100 microsecMessage Passing
onds. Using spinning on cLan achieves a
Figure 3 shows message passing latencies one-way latency improvement of 20-30 miof cLan and M-VIA measured with vnettest croseconds as compared to blocking. This
using spinning (polling) and blocking VIA translates into a potential move latency imcalls.
provement of 40-60 microseconds.
Achieving this requires modifications to
10000
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the PastSet server and application library.
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plied due to its CPU usage[7].
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Related work

How to reduce waiting costs in user-level
communication has been reported on in sevFigure 3: One-way latency over cLAN and eral papers, including [7]. This paper deM-VIA measured with vnettest
scribes a mechanism for reducing the cost
of waiting for messages in architectures that
For basic ping-pong communication allow user-level communication libraries.
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They document how blocking and spinning
can affect the performance, and correlates
well with our results.
VIA is currently being introduced for
various message passing sub-systems. Systems that are based on the p4[5] communication library are candidates for porting to
the VIA API, e.g. the M-VIA team have
ported MPICH to use M-VIA instead. Distributed shared memory systems which uses
VIA includes the page based HLRC DSM
system [11].
Work on building DSM systems on top of
user level communication libraries includes
the Virtual Memory Mapped Communication system, VMMC [4].
The Orca object based DSM system
has an associated communication library,
PANDA, which also provides a high performance communication system that runs
on Myrinet. PANDA is specifically designed for Orca which is highly dependent
on multicast[2].

6 Conclusions

hardware supported VIA is a gigabit
network versus the megabit network
used by the software M-VIA
Hardware supported VIA benefits significantly from using spinning instead
of blocking when waiting for data.
This is because the cost of blocking is
avoided


Software supported M-VIA does not
benefit significantly from using spinning instead of blocking. This is because the protocol implies several traps
to the kernel per data transfer, and this
is much more expensive than the benefit coming from spinning




By using spinning and hardware supported VIA, the PastSet move latency
may be cut in half. However, carefully combining spinning and blocking
seems to be needed to benefit from gigabit networks with hardware support
for VIA while at the same time not using too much processor cycles
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